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            Stan McCormack CNSA Special Award presentation  

                           Lindsay Ontario May 17 2019  

Good afternoon ladies and Gentlemen :   My name is Gary Pipher I am from 

Wasaga Beach , and I have been a good friend of Stan McCormack for many years.  

 It gives me great pleasure to have this opportunity to say a few words about Stan 

McCormack at this special recognition award presentation from the Canadian 

National Shuffleboard Association  .  

Before I begin,  I would like to introduce the Special Shuffleboard Guests here 

today.  

First I would like to introduce my wife Barbara and a good friend of the               

Mc Cormack's .  

Next we have Bill and Lorraine Pollock of Wasaga Beach .    Lorraine was the CNSA 

tournament director for many years and husband Bill was chairman of the rules 

committee. 

Next we have Max and Ruth Tate of Tillsonburg .    Max is a past president of 

CNSA and his wife Ruth was secretary.  

They have been close friends with Stan and his late wife Lois for many years,  and 

in fact I do believe they first met at a Shuffleboard tournament here in the Lindsay 

Armories many many years ago.  

Next we have Myrna and Rendal Bilton of Bellwood Ontario   
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 Rendal  is the immediate past President of the Ontario Shuffleboard and he and 

his wife Myrna were the founders of the Fergus Shuffleboard Club.   

 Myrna is a past president of the Canadian National Shuffleboard and is the 

current President of the International Shuffleboard Association.  

Then we have our current President of the Canadian National Shuffleboard            

Jim Corbeil of Woodstock and his wife Marlene.      Marlene took over the role of 

Tournament Director after Lorraine Pollock retired.  

 

 

"Stan is the Man"  has contributed more to promote the game of shuffleboard 

than anyone I can possibly think of over past 20 years.  

Stan started his Shuffler web site from what he believed was a necessity to inform 

people  the results of an International Shuffleboard tournament he was attending 

in Clearwater Florida in 2002.  

 Along with the help of a man by the name of Alf Premeau , they put together a 

web site called which they  appropriately called "The Shuffler". 

 Stan and Alf were a good combination because Alf was no doubt the computer 

geek at the time  , and Stan was the roving reporter so to speak.  

Stan always had a camera hanging around his neck , and for many years it was not 

uncommon for him to be poking a recording device in the face of the person he 
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was interviewing and then have them pose for a photograph to complete his 

story. 

Stan kept that original Shuffler Web site rolling along with Alf as his partner until 

about 2012 , at which time Stan went on his own and recorded everything on the 

Shufflers Blog which he looked after until turning it over to a new group of 

reporters in April of this year.   

During the 10 years of working along with Alf and the experience he gained it no 

doubt lead to the  perfection we witnessed in his new shuffleboard blog.    

"Yes I mean perfection ".    

    It was on a very rare occasions that you could ever find an error,  be it in the 

grammar, names of tournament players , their scores or names associated with 

the photos.  

The web site was also very user friendly  

( I know, because :  if I could follow it ,  anyone could.)  

And of course if you subscribed to the blog you automatically received the latest 

news and updates  be it shuffleboard related or a birthday or an anniversary.  

Looking back through the Shuffler archives you will see that Stan's first article on 

the Shuffler Blog  was about a remarkable lady from this Lindsay area by the 

name of Peggy House.  
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 He wrote about her outstanding career in shuffleboard and  about how Peggy 

had played with the great May Hall another remarkable  lady who played 

shuffleboard for 35 years and won the USA masters 15 times .  

Where else could one ever begin to find history and records such as this if not for 

Stan's great system of keeping  records.  

Everything worth noting about Shuffleboard has been recorded on the Shuffler 

Blog;  by year by month and ,  everything is categorized .   

" Everything in its place and a place for everything" 

  

I don't know how Stan ever came up with this system of recording stories about 

Shuffleboard from all around the world ,  but he made it happen,  and it was 

successful.  

Possibly it was the result of his Military background and the disciplines he 

maintained while in the Armed Forces as an Radar Training Instructor.  

He not only covered the International Shuffleboard tournaments around the 

world but he attended most all of them as well in places such as Sochi Russia , 

Australia ,Germany ,Brazil ,  

Stan also devoted a lot of time to supporting the local Shuffleboard clubs and 

tournaments across Canada, and of course throughout the USA .  

It didn't matter where in the world he might be at the time ,  he always found a 

way to hook up his computer and take a few minutes to put together a report and 

update the "Shuffler" .  
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I don't believe he ever missed reporting the scores and winners from the 

Canadian National or  the Ontario Shuffleboard Tournaments and most all his 

articles were complete with photographs.  

Stan maintained such a excellent file on the people of shuffleboard and 

tournaments over the years  , I often wondered how he ever did it.  

How he ever came up with photos of people to include with the article he had just 

written was always a mystery to me.  

I have a hard time to find the on-off button on my computer let alone find an old 

photo or file I may have stored in it.   

Stan and I go back a few years to when I first became involved in Shuffleboard and  

attempted to start a new shuffleboard club in Coldwater, a small Town which is 

just a couple of hours drive up  highway #12 from where we are here today.   

Stan gave our Club so much coverage and publicity on his web site that everyone 

who ever followed his web site wondered about  the new shuffleboard club that 

sprang up overnight and where it was located .  

Who had ever heard of Coldwater " unless you happened to follow Glen Howard 

and  the sport of Curling ".           Well Stan soon made everyone aware of 

Coldwater and as a result we grew the Club to a membership of over 200 and 

were designated Shuffleboard Capital of Ontario by the Ontario Shuffleboard 

President Rendal Bilton .    

 All thanks to Stan and his excellent coverage on the Web site.   
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Stan would drive up to Coldwater each week from wherever he was living at the 

time which was always in the  Lindsay area and take part in our games and he 

helped us to get the club up and running. 

Like all fledging organizations and clubs , the need for money is always 

paramount. 

 Well Stan helped me to apply for a $15,000.00   grant from the Ontario Trillium 

Foundation that enabled our club to purchase new disks , cues and scoreboards.  

I happened to be away at the time the grant was awarded and Stan again came to 

the rescue,  and was there to receive the grant on behalf of our Club  .  

It enabled him to rub elbows with the politicians and the grant foundation 

representatives   " a roll he dearly loves "  

Stan was always there when needed . 

Stan was President of the Canadian National Shuffleboard Association when it 

hosted the very first Inter Provincial  Shuffleboard Tournament.  

A tournament that is still successfully continued every two years in a different 

Province of Canada,  and this year it happens to be in Ingersoll Ontario , thanks 

our current CNSA President Jim Corbeil and his wife Marlene.   

After Stan sold his farm just north of Lindsay, he decided to take up travelling.   

He purchased a large fifth wheel trailer and a big diesel powered truck to pull it , 

and then he and  Lois travelled every winter for at least the next 10 years or 

more.  
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When Stan eventually sold his fifth wheel trailer and decided to put down roots in 

Florida for the next few years,  he then bought a house just up the street in the 

park from where my wife and I lived during the winters in Lakeland Florida.  

Well you guessed it :   Stan soon became involved in Shuffleboard within our Park.  

I happened to be President of the park Shuffleboard Club at the time and Stan 

became the secretary .  

Our Park never experienced such growth in membership and interest in the game 

of shuffleboard as when Stan was involved.  

He constantly wrote great articles on the web site about a new tournament 

format that I believe he and Max Tate came up with,  called Singles Mingles and 

of course it peeked everyone's interest and it became highly successful.  

That very tournament under the same format runs every year now and is still very 

successful at Woodbrook Estates  in Lakeland Florida.  

Stan's  name is synonymous with the game of shuffleboard ,  and one only needs 

to mention the name Stan McCormack and great stories begin to evolve.   

I could go on and on with the list of achievements accomplished by Stan,  but we 

all know he is not finished with shuffleboard just yet and we wish him well at 

whatever he has planned for the game.  

 

So let's all congratulate Stan on his remarkable career of reporting the 

Shuffleboard news from around the world on his Shuffler web site,  and may we 
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recognize Stan today for his outstanding achievement to advance the game of 

shuffleboard.  

I  have a couple of regrets to mention.  

Earl Ball of Florida was planning to fly up for this special occasion , however due 

to health problems is unable to attend but he sends along his best wishes and 

congratulations to Stan on this special day.  

Alf Premeau , Stans long time friend and partner on the Shuffler Web sends his 

best to Stan on this special day of recognition.  

Glen Pelitier sends his congratulations and thanks to Stan for his great service to 

the Shuffleboard Communities.  

I must tell you this day was not advertised and was by special invitation only 

otherwise we would have no doubt filled the Armories .  

 

I would now like to turn it over to Max Tate to say a few words about Stan  

Now Myrna  Bilton, I believe you have something you want to tell us as well.  

Now from our Canadian National Shuffleboard President Jim Corbeil.  

 

 


